Ford f350 sd

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! We make every effort
to advertise the correct equipment on all our vehicles, however it is the customers
responsibility to verify equipment prior to purchase. This is my 3rd truck from Dustin over 19
years. I dont normally buy from dealerships but I do when it comes to Ford. Dustin is the man.
Hard to believe he has been at Freeway Ford 19 years, I think he is only 25 years old haha.
Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. This 4WD-equipped vehicle will handle
beautifully on any terrain and in any weather condition your may find yourself in. This is the
one. Just what you've been looking for. First, allow me to start off with apologizing to Kendall
for ever doubting them. This is the third transaction I've done at a Kendall spanning over two
different states. I still have to be honest and say that this one did not begin as pleasant as the
first two. However, Kendall came through in the end and put me first before everything else. I
can honestly say at this point that I don't know if there is any other dealership I will ever trust
more. I am now a very happy customer of theirs and I highly recommend them to anyone in
search of a vehicle whether new or used. There is one person who I genuinely feel deserves a
commendation, that person is salesman James Kirk. Not only was J. Kirk willing to go above
and beyond each time I needed something, I felt like he worked for me and not against me
during my purchase. He also displayed great empathy when I came to him with my problems. If
you ever have any issues speak to "Kevin" their customer relations manager - great guy. I truly
feel lucky to be on this side of the continent knowing if I ever have to buy, sell or trade a car that
Kendall is near. I knew there was a reason I was not worried about traveling over miles to buy a
vehicle from Kendall Eugene! Great job guys! Priced to Sell! Odometer is miles below market
average! What that means for you: 1. Hassle-Free Experience 2. Faster Buying Process 3.
Confidence in Not Overpaying and 4. We do the Research for you. Give us a call at to check
availability. Trade Ins Welcome! Shipping, Financing, and Warranties Available!!! Text for quick
answers about this vehicle. Videos available upon request. All Net Direct Autos vehicles go
through a rigorous plus-point inspection that includes new air and oil filters, plus an oil change,
along with fine detailing and everything else it may need. Last, but certainly not least, we clean,
buff, and shine every truck, Jeep, and SUV to near perfection. Call in, At our dealership, we have
devoted ourselves to helping and serving our customers to the best of our ability. We believe
the cars we offer are the highest quality and ideal for your life needs. We understand that you
rely on our web site for accurate information, and it is our pledge to deliver you relevant,
correct, and abundant content. Mike Brown recently helped me to buy a new expedition He took
the time to explain all of the "bells and whistles" on the car. I was impressed with the car BUT
more impressed with the service! Originally known as Lofink Motors, Caskinette Ford has
continued a tradition of excellent customer service, community values and quality automotive
sales for more than 40 years. Creating a casual and fun welcoming buying experience,
Caskinettes is reknowned for its knowledgeable staff and first-rate follow up after sales and
service. Experience the Caskinettes difference! I must say, hands down best car buying
experience. The staff at Caskinette are very friendly, helpful, and willing to go the extra mile. Not
only did I have a wonderful salesman Joe Archer who took exceptional care of me, and made
sure all my car needs and specifics were met the body shop manager Tim fixed and painted my
old car. It looked brand new. Thank you kindly Caskinette Crew, you made it effortless! This
truck has an unusual set up on the back for the tailgate and slide in insert with toolbox, tow
package, tow hitch, towing mirrors, trailer brake control, floor shift four-wheel-drive, six
passenger seating, six brand new tires, stainless wheel simulators, FX4 off-road package, cab
lights, sidesteps, 6. This unit is ready to put to work. For financing assistance with multiple
credit unions and lenders in state and out of state apply at Please realize some vehicles may not
qualify with all banks and all out of state situations; feel free to call ahead to verify. We will be
more than happy to work with your bank or credit union of choice. We can provide bill of sale,
copy of title, etc. Financing rates as low as 2. We also accept cash deals. We assist with and
transport to all 50 states even outside the country and will be happy to help with this process.
Also view our website Basically new, this truck is in its prime. It's a 8 cylinder Oxford White
truck that helps finish the job. Come check out our Fleet and Commercial department! Engine:
8-cylinders Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Engine: 6. Best of all the price you see
is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. With amenities and luxuries befitting a modern day king, this splendorous coach reigns
supreme. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this
vehicle performs. Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design seats are among the details
in which test drivers say that Ford Super Duty F DRW Platinum is in a league of its own This
vehicle comes with a navigation system. That doesn't mean you won't get lost. But it does mean
you won't stay lost. If you need help with financing stop in and see one of our world class

finance managers. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. The salesman
we had was amazing! Very knowledgeable about the vehicles I was looking at and so
accommodating to what I needed. I would recommend everyone goes to Autonation Ford for the
next car! We have pre-negotiated this one for you! Not only is it a great deal, it's the 1 value in
the Middle Tennessee market! Want a good deal? You've found it Welcome to Hyundai of
Columbia! Hyundai of Columbia is the largest pre-owned car volume dealer in the area. We have
OVER used vehicles to choose from including a large selection of lifted trucks and custom
Jeeps! Our non-commissioned sales team is standing by to assist! I have purchased 56 new
cars in my life time. Great follow up. Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: four
wheel drive. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Want to
brave the road less traveled? You'll have the 4WD capabilities to do it with this vehicle. It's
ready for you to truly break it in. In addition to unbelievable options, this vehicle comes
equipped with a factory warranty. You demand the best in everything, so why would your
automobile be any different? This Ford Super Duty F SRW offers the most up-to-date navigation
system available so you'll always know the most efficient route to where you are going. Better
Price Better Warranty than New! This vehicle has 1 owner with a clean car fax. Osvaldo Leon,
was an excellent, extremely professional sales person, very knowledgeable, we will definitely
recommend our friends. We take pride in delivering an exceptional customer experience while
generating a fiercely loyal following that loves to Think Young. Tax, title, and license fees extra.
Looking for a one-owner vehicle? You've found it. Opulent refinements married with exceptional
engineering make this the kind of car you'll want to own for a lifetime. Handle any terrain with
ease thanks to this grippy 4WD. Whether you're on a slick pavement or exploring the back
country, you'll be able to do it with confidence. Enjoy the drive without worrying about
directions thanks to the built-in navigation system. How to protect your purchase? You deserve
a vehicle designed for higher expectations. When Ford created this vehicle with 4 wheel drive,
they immediately enhanced the performance ability. Easily switch between two and four wheel
drive to take advantage of the improved traction. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please
call us for more information. Salim Adil last month. Adil is very professional and caring person.
He made the process very easy for me to follow and my all experience was very goo! I highly
recommend him to anyone who is looking for a friendly and professional sales person. Call,
e-mail, or chat online with us for more details! Compare, adjust and save your payment options
on every vehicle in stock at: PerformanceFordTruckCountry. This vehicle has an EPA rated fuel
economy of 0. We value your time and that's why want to give you the best buying and service
experiences in Utah! Also, ask your product specialist about our home test drives and
deliveries. Save time and money through our exclusive Performance Remote Services! Distance
limitations may apply. As a proud member of the family-owned Performance Automotive
Network, we have access to thousands of new and used vehicles. This gives us the ability to
find the perfect vehicle to fit your needs and budget. We will give you top-dollar for your trade
or make you a cash offer if you'd prefer the convenience of selling directly. Use for comparison
purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and
maintain your vehicle, etc. See dealer for complete details or sign in to download a copy of your
vehicle's warranty. Warranty may be restricted or denied if your vehicle or part has been
modified, improperly maintained or removed. Dealt with Russel. Hope I have the chance to
purchase another vehicle again from him some day. Thank you Russel. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Rear
Wheels Dual Rear Wheels Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1, Manual 2. Cylinders 8
cylinders 10 cylinders 3. GVWR Package 88 11, lbs. GVWR Package 13, lbs. GVWR Package 56
3. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? Price Drop. No accidents. Dealer Review: This is my 3rd truck from Dustin
over 19 years. Know The Deal. Dealer Review: First, allow me to start off with apologizing to
Kendall for ever doubting them. Close Carsandpickups. Dealer Review: Christian is a very
professional!!!! Dealer Review: Mike Brown recently helped me to buy a new expedition Dealer
Review: I must say, hands down best car buying experience. Dealer Review: The salesman we
had was amazing! Dealer Review: I have purchased 56 new cars in my life time. Dealer Review:
Mr. Dealer Review: Everyone involved starting with the sells rep was very profession. Showing 1
- 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Learn more about the Ford F Super Duty. The
used Ford F Super Duty received an average score of 4. Where to buy a used Ford F Super
Duty? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the
right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Ford F Super Duty. Great news!
Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of customer

service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used
Ford F Super Duty. Edmunds found 18 Great deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best
price. Buying a certified pre-owned Ford F Super Duty can get you a better warranty on a car
that's been inspected. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find
common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Ford F
Super Duty you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews
are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Ford F Super Duty will be. Out of
consumer reviews of the used Ford F Super Duty available at Edmunds, 12 are one-star reviews.
Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the
vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. Transmission: Automatic. Add this make and model to Equipment
Hunter to receive notifications when new or similar equipment is posted. This feature requires a
Fastline Account. It is really easy to sign up! Here is some custom text that would need to be
filled in to explain what the benefits of taking the website tour would be. Compare 0 of 4. Select
listings to compare them. Distance Miles. Price Range. Year Range. See All Manufacturers. See
All Models. Require Price. Require Photos. Require Video. Show More. App
2000 vw jetta stereo wiring diagram
car stereo wiring diagrams
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ly Filter Save Search. View Details. View Dealer Page. Moret Farms Filter your search results
with the tool to the right of the listings to find the exact make and model you need. Close
Contact Seller. Close Thank You! Your message has been sent. Your text message has been
sent; please check your phone for responses. Want to watch for similar listings? Add to
Equipment Hunter. Please wait Close Create a Fastline Account! Or, Login. Or, if you already
have an account, sign in. Create Account Sign In. Please Name Your Search. Close Website
Tour. Here is some custom text that would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of
taking the website tour would be Start Tour. Remind me later. Never show this again. We
respect your privacy. Your information will not be shared to outside parties. Read our privacy
policy. Thanks for subscribing! Our newsletter will be hitting your inbox soon. In the meantime,
if you'd like access to all the features on Fastline. It will only take a minute!

